CASE STUDY
Gardner-Webb University

BUILDING A (BRAND) NEW TOMORROW: PART 1

HOW A COMPREHENSIVE
REBRAND TRANSFORMED A
UNIVERSITY’S CULTURE

BACKGROUND
Gardner-Webb University is a private, Christian liberal arts university nestled in the foothills of the
Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina. When we first met – like many small liberal arts colleges
post-recession – Gardner-Webb was grappling with a period of steady enrollment decline due
to two critical factors: 1) increased competition for a shrinking number of qualified high school
graduates; and 2) a growing misperception about the diminishing value of a liberal arts degree
in a jobs-focused economy. As a tuition-driven institution, the University was attempting to
combat its enrollment challenge by positioning Gardner-Webb as a great option for just about
anyone, a one-size-fits-all messaging strategy that was actually softening rather than sharpening
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its brand identity.
To remain competitive and relevant, the University needed to clarify and distinguish the unique
characteristics that set the Gardner-Webb experience apart. Rather than continue trying to be
all things to all people, Gardner-Webb needed to tell a clear and compelling story that would
resonate with prospective students who truly fit. In short, Gardner-Webb needed to distill and
refine its identity, fully commit to that self-definition, and then deliver an exciting and authentic
brand promise across all levels of the institution.
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SOLUTION
The first step in developing a brand platform is to define what we call its Brand Pillars and Brand
Attributes. Taken together, these basic elements articulate the unique benefits and differentiators
associated with an institution and define the foundation of its brand identity. Through extensive
research with internal stakeholders, VisionPoint Marketing unearthed several common themes:
• A truly student-centered institution: Students – not numbers,

egos, dollars or politics, but students themselves – are at the heart of
every institutional decision; the University’s passion and regard for its
students are astounding.
• Faith in action: The University wasn’t just founded on Christian
values; the faith community at Gardner-Webb is genuine and active,
with people across the University community substantiating their faith
through engaged servanthood.
• Freedom and authenticity: Students feel encouraged to explore

new ideas, to take risks, to discover and to be themselves, a product of
the University’s accepting and welcoming environment.
• The best of both worlds: Located in a small rural town, GardnerWebb students enjoy both the perks of a close-knit community even
while they stay remarkably conscious of and engaged with global
issues.
• Exceptional academics: The academic experience at GardnerWebb is excellent in both its breadth and depth; graduates are
prepared for both professional success and thoughtful, well-rounded
citizenship.
• All for one: Students feel genuinely supported throughout their
academic experience, with professors, staffers and even administrators
partnering with them at every step.
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A GREAT BRAND IS A GREAT STORY
VisionPoint distilled these common themes into six Brand Pillars which defined the essence
of Gardner-Webb: Christian Community; Partnership; Student-Centered; Small School, Big
Opportunity; Preparing Students Broadly and Deeply; Challenging and World Class Academics.
Altogether, the six Brand Pillars tell the story of what the University actually delivers to its students
and comprise the core of Gardner-Webb’s brand promise (i.e. the unique benefits and differentiators
of a Gardner-Webb education).
Along with a messaging strategy, the Brand Pillars also inform what many university stakeholders
consider the most important component of any brand platform: the logo. While we at VisionPoint
agree that the visual mark is often the most visible expression of a brand, a logo is never an end in
itself. Instead, logos are only as good as the stories they represent.

We explored several visual and messaging concepts to tell the Gardner-Webb story, ultimately
focusing on the three Brand Pillars that, taken together, best define and differentiate GardnerWebb in the competitive landscape: Christian Community, Student-Centered and Partnerships.
We inscribed those pillars into the logo by integrating three interwoven flames. The middle flame
represents the student (at the heart of the Gardner-Webb experience), while the outer flames
represent the warm, welcoming environment created by the faculty and staff. Taken together,
the three flames invoke the biblical notion of Christ as the light of the world, a powerful symbol of
Gardner-Webb’s commitment to Christ-centered education. The logo also resembles a shield, which
is symbolic of the supportive community that nurtures students’ spiritual and intellectual growth.
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IGNITING CULTURAL CHANGE
Successful branding is not just what you say; it’s what you do. In order for the brand to be
authentic, and for Gardner-Webb to realize its vision for the future, the University would need to
actually deliver on the brand promise. While certain elements of the brand were already true and
authentic, others that are more aspirational still needed to be brought to life.
To help the University commit to delivering on the brand promise, VisionPoint coordinated with
Gardner-Webb’s internal marketing team to educate campus leaders on the importance of a
consistent brand message and identify individuals who could act as formal brand evangelists by
serving on one of two critical action groups:
•

A Marketing Advisory Board – a cross-section of internal brand advocates who serve as
strategic advisors to University marketing.

•

A Brand Promise Task Force – a small group of internal stakeholders who identify
academic, vocational and student life initiatives that bring the brand to life (i.e. proof points of
the University’s commitment to the brand promise).

In partnership with the Marketing Advisory Board and the Brand Promise Task Force, VisionPoint
introduced the new brand identity across campus beginning with a formal flag-raising ceremony
led by University President Dr. Frank Bonner. Gardner-Webb fully committed to the brand story
by systematically rolling out the new pillars and visual mark across campus–from free t-shirts
given to students, to campus signage, a redesigned website and new printed materials. To
commemorate the University’s commitment to the brand promise, Gardner-Webb even installed
a plaque in the quad, effectively inscribing the brand at the geographic and symbolic heart of
the campus.
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RESULTS
By carving out a market position Gardner-Webb can truly “own,” the new brand has reinvigorated the University’s internal marketing efforts and served as a catalyst for cultural change
at almost every level of the University. For example, one of the ways Gardner-Webb demonstrates
its commitment to the brand promise is through the Professional Readiness Pledge, an original
initiative spearheaded by the Brand Promise Task Force. The pledge represents a promise
made to every student that Gardner-Webb will help students discern their sense of purpose,
discover their talents and interests, and then translate those into legitimate, meaningful career
opportunities.
With a clear story to tell–and a campus-wide commitment to deliver the brand promise–the
Brand Pillars are now at the heart of every University marketing decision. Stakeholders can finally
agree on the answer to the question “Who is Gardner-Webb?” and this newfound consensus on
messaging has led to cross-campus alliances and mutual respect between University marketing
and advocates of the brand.
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FINDING STUDENTS WHO TRULY FIT
But perhaps most important, prospective students now understand who Gardner-Webb truly is
and what the University stands for, making it easier for students to discern the University’s brand
promise and decide if it aligns with what they want. After all, whether students thrive in
college is almost never about a school’s prestige or national rankings, its athletics prowess

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

or the comfort of its residence halls. Whether students thrive usually comes down to the
fit between student and school, the extent to which students understand and desire the
specific brand promise a University purports to deliver.
Far too many institutions devote their recruiting energies
(and marketing resources) to enrolling more students
instead of targeting and attracting the right students.
Armed with a clear, compelling brand promise, GardnerWebb, on the other hand, embraced a more targeted
enrollment marketing strategy that has led to record
enrollment numbers, including a 10.3% increase in

10.3%
increase in
undergrad
enrollment

24%

increase in
admitted
to enrolled
conversion

Achieved with

11%

Fewer
Applicants

undergraduate enrollment and a 24% increase in
conversion of undergraduate admits to enrolled students. What’s more, they’ve achieved those
results with 11% fewer applications. The secret? The University is targeting and attracting those
students who truly fit.
To read how Gardner-Webb and VisionPoint achieved such remarkable and immediate results,
check out Building a Brand New Tomorrow, Part 2: How Gardner-Webb University

Leveraged a New Brand Promise to Enroll More Students with Fewer Applications.
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